Medical evaluation of efficiency of optimized models for early detection and primary prevention of cardiovascular diseases.
Nowadays cardiovascular disease occupies a leading place in the structure of the prevalence, incidence, disability causes and mortality of the adult population in Ukraine and in the whole world. The prevalence of hypertension in the adult population ranges from 25 - 40%, coronary heart disease is almost 20% of people aged 50-59 years while 24.3% of them have a form of silent coronary artery disease. The feasibility of study is justified by the need to perform health institutions Law of Ukraine dated 07.07.2011 year №3611-VI ≪On Amendments to the Basic Laws of Ukraine on health care on improvement of care" and MoH of Ukraine from 24.07.2013 № 621/60 "On the system of cardiac care in health facilities of Ukraine" therefore extremely important is to develop an optimized model of early detection and primary prevention of cardiovascular diseases at primary level of health care. The aim of the research is to develop methods and evaluation models optimized for early detection and primary prevention of cardiovascular diseases at a general practitioner of family medicine. The methodical apparatus is of complex of medical and social research methods that meet the requirements of public health: bibliosemantyc, systematic approach and analysis, statistical, expert evaluations. To determine the effectiveness of medical evaluation was conducted in its 33 clinics of general practice in Poltava region, including 7 urban and 26 rural. In expert opinion is taken 825 patients, of which 175 urban and 650 in rural areas. The results of the study found that 193 patients (23.4%) achieved target blood pressure through the implementation of the recommendations concerning the optimization behavior towards of risk factors, lifestyle.